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When you think of germ-ridden spots in your facilities, schools, businesses
etc, places like the restroom come to mind. But if you have a television on
sight, your T.V. remote-control is the winner in germ-collecting and a culprit
full of bacteria. Studies over the years have shown that when it comes to
bacteria lurking on your channel changer, 81% of the samples contain
fecal matter and harmful bacteria. These handheld electronic devices are
sometimes challenging to clean with the nooks and crannies in between the
buttons.
Studies have shown what’s living on your remote control.
They include:
• E. Coli
• Streptococcus
• Staphylococcus
Your remote control is a major germ hub. Remote controls encounter several hands by previous employees and patrons, that have probably sneezed and coughed numerous times a day. Besides the unpleasant thought of sticky, germ-ridden hands, you need to remember
the control has bounced around and fallen on the dirty floor. With the recent COVID-19 pandemic, we are becoming more aware of our
surroundings and the everyday items we use. Cleanliness of the items in your place of business, fitness center or work, etc. will become more
important and will be part of your mindset the next time you touch that remote control.
As a result of the current crisis we now face, we have introduced a sanitary solution to address the need to protect yourself from these
contaminants. Remotegards™ disposable protective remote-control sleeve covers are a single-use universal plastic sleeve that fits comfortably over most T. V., DVD, and stereo remote controls. It limits cross-contamination for every single use. These remote-control covers offer
an easy-to-use protection that is inexpensive and easily convenient, with the “self-dispensing” hook. The self-dispensing hook can be easily
displayed and vastly secure, with no secondary dispenser needed. The hooks permit for quick access and load each remote-control cover.
Cleanliness and disinfection should be the highest priority during this pandemic. Remotegards™ disposable protective remote-control sleeve
covers offer an additional safety measure all while maintaining high standards.

SEGMENTS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•Ideal for Hotels/Motels/Airbnb

•Reduces cross contamination

•Hospital Rooms

•Single-Use

•Fitness Centers

•Universal fit to any remote control

•Senior Citizen Care Facilities

•Easy to apply and remove

•University and College areas/U
Common Areas

•Protects the Remote-Control Surface
against scratches and repairs

•Public Libraries

•Reduces cleaning time

•Elementary, Middle and High
Schools

•High Transparency
•Easy Self-Dispensing Hook

REMOTEGARDS™
BEK #

HGI #

Item Description

Size (In.)

Color

Case Qty.

162566

303679501

REMOTEGARDS™ · 10/200

4 x 10.75

Clear

2,000

450605290 PS-5290 BEK REMOTEGARDS POS
450705290 KT-5290 BEK REMOTEGARDS KIT
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